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Numerical range for operators on Hilbert space lias
been studied for some time. The concept has been
extended to operators on a general normed space by
G-. Lumer and F,u, Bauer, and to elements of a normed
algebra by F,F. Bonsall. This forms the subject of
the thesis.
The relationship between the numerical range and
the spectrum is studied. It is shown that some of the
properties of operators on Hilbert space in this
connection remain true for Banach space.
Estimates for the norm of an operator and its
powers in terms of the size of its numerical range are
given, both for real and complex spaces. A consequence
of the ratio of norm to numerical radius for an
operator on a complex space being a maximum is
obtained.
Operators on a complex space which have real
numerical range (Hermitian operators) are considered.
Although an example shows that the square of a
Hermitian operator need not be Kermitian, some
properties of such squares are found.
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3. Numerical range for a normecL
algebra
Chapter 2
Numerical range and the spectrum
1. Operators











Tqeplitz 027 , in 1918, was the first to consider a
numerical range of an operator, in this case an nxn
matrix considered as acting on n-dimensional complex
Euclidean space. Given that the matrix is A, he
defined its numerical range W(A) to be ^x*Ax: x g Cn,
x*x = 1 J, where x denotes a column vector, and x*
is its complex conjugate transpose. He proved that
W(A) contains the eigenvalues of A, and that the
boundary of the unbounded component of the complement of
W(A) is a convex curve. He showed that W(A) is equal
to the convex hull of the eigenvalues of A when A is
normal, but did not decide whether W(A) is convex in
n
general. For x € C , define the norm of x as
jlx/i = (x*x)2, and [|A|/ = sup^ JjAxjl : jjxjj = l| . Put
w(A) = sup ^\z( :z & \i(A) } . Then ho proved that
||Aj| < 2w(A), In 1919* Hausdorff [15] proved that W(A)
is, in fact, convex for any A.
The definition of numerical range was extended in
the obvious way to operators on an infinite dimensional
Hilbert space.
DEFINITION 1.1. Let T be a bounded linear operator on a
Hilbert space X. Then the numerical range W(T) of T
is defined as
W( T) = ^(Tx,x): xfcX, |jxj/ = 1 ij .
This definition coincides with that of Toeplitz in
the finite dimensional case. The same proofs as before
2.
snow that W( T) is convex, ana that 2w(T), It
was also provoa that sp(l') d- W( T) , where sp(T) clonotos
the spectrum of T, ana "oar denotes set closure. It
also remains true that W(T)~ is equal to the convex
hull of sp(T), given that T is a normal operator.
In order to extend the definition of numerical
range to an operator on a general normed space,
numer ;17 . defined a semi-inner-product on a normed
space. First, he defines a semi-inner-product
space, as follows.
DEFINITION 2. A semi-inner-product space is a vector
space over a field F, which is either R or C,
together with a mapping [ , j : XxX F which satisfies,
for x,y,z X ana a e. F,
[x+y,z] = {x,z) + [y,z]
rax, y ] = ax, y 'u* -J
fx, x] >0 (x ^ 0)
) .x,y | 2 < [x,x] [y, y j
He proves that every semi-inner-product space is a
j— —y JL.
normed linear space with the norm 'x,x;2. He also
shows that, given any normed linear space X, a serni-
inner-proauct may be defined on X in such a way that
the norm induced on X by the semi-inner-product is
equal to the given norm. To see this, note that for
each x & X, there exists f e X' such that rifx! = ll'xjf
and fx(x) = (ixii . By the axiom of choice, assume such
an fx found for each x X. Then, defining fx,y] =
^ •
f (x) (x,y .£ X), the condition 8 of definition 1 are
I
satisfied, and <x,xj = ).X;j (x QX). Such a semi-
lnner-product on a normed space is said to bo consistent
with the norm.
We may now define the numerical range of an
operator, by analogy with the Hilbert space definition.
DEFINITION 3. Given a semi-inner-product space X, and
T a bounded linear operator on X, the numerical range
W( T) of T is defined by
|
W(T) = j^[Tx,x | : x t X, \ x, x j = 1>.
Given that X is a Hilbert space, the only semi-
inner-product on X consistent with the norm is the inner
product. The numerical range W(T) of an operator T on
a Hilbert space X defined in terms of this somi-inner-
produot is therefore the same as the numerical range as
given in definition 1.
In general, the numerical range W( T) is not unique,
as there may bo many semi-inner-products on X consistent
with the norm. W(T) need not be convex, or even
connected. It is no& known whether it is still true
that sp(T) O W(T)~ f01, an operator T on a complex
space. It is easy to see that eigenvalues of T are
contained in W(T). Lumer has shown that also the
approximate point spectrum of T is contained in W(T) .
For a normed space X, B(X) denotes the space of all
bounded linear operators on X. S denotes the unit
sphere J x tX: ||x|/ = ij.
DEFINITION 4, Let X be a normed space, and T - B(X).
The approximate point spectrum fT'(T) is defined as
rr(T) = 3z F : inf i)(T~z)x|| = Oj.6 xeS
It is clear that tt(T) c sp(T). We shall require the
following result, which follows immediately from Hichart
'■23, theorem I.5.4. /.
THEOREM 5. Let X be a complex Banach space, and
T4 B(X). Then 3sp(T) d <l{ T).
We shall show later that, when X and X' are each
equipped with semi-inner-products consistent with the
norm, ana X is complete, then
sp( T) C w( T)~ U W( T*) .
A different approach to the generalisation of
numerical range to operators on any finite dimensional
normed space was adopted by F.L. Bauer 1 ■ . The
numerical range resulting became known as "the Bauer
field of values of a matrix". Bonsall, Cain and
Schneider (_6j showed how this definition could be
extended to an operator on a general normed linear
space. The construction in both cases may be
described as follows.
Let X be a normed linear space over a field F,
which is either R or C. Let X1 denote the dual
space of all continuous linear functionals on X. Let
S = \ x <£. X :,i!x|ia 1? and 8' = j f £ X' : /if ii = 1 ( .d- L J
For x a S define the set D(x) of support functionals
of x by
5.
D(x) = ^ € £' : f (x) = 1 }
D(x) is non-empty, by the Hahn-Banach theorem. Suppose
that T is a bounded linear operator on X, For x u S,
define V(T,x) by
V(T,x) = (f(Tx) : f e D(x) j .
We now define the numerical range V(T) of T as
V (T) » U { V(T,x) : x £ S ].
The definition may be expressed in a slightly different
form. Let P be defined by
P = £(x,f) : x & S, f g D(x)
so that P is a subset of XxX1. Then
V(T) = \f( Tx) 5 (x,f) 6 ? \ .
It is convenient to write v(T) for sup Mz| : z £. V(T) j,
which is called the numerical radius of T.
For any normed space X, and bounded linear
operator T on X, a numerical range W(T) of T
results from choosing, for each x 6 S, a single element
fx c D(x), and setting W(T) = [ fx(Tx) : x sj. W(T)
is not unique, but depends on the choice of semi—inner-
product on X, V(T) differs in that, for each x S,
every functional in D(x) is used. V(T) is therefore
equal to the union of all possible numerical ranges
W(T) of T.
Given that X is a Hllbert space, we have D(x) =
lx> for x £ S, and V(T) coincides with the classical
numerical range W(T).
2, Basic results.
It is easy to see that V(T) contains the
60
eigenvalues of T. Williams L29J has proved the
following theorem.
THEOREM 1.6. Let X be a Banach space over C, and
T £ B(X). Then
sp(T) C v(ir.
V(T) need not be convex, as Nirschl and Schneider ,20]
showed. However, Bonsall, Cain and Schneider [_6j have
proved the following theorem.
THEOREM 1.7. Let X be a normed space over F, and
T <6 B(X). Then V(T) is connected.
It is not known whether V(T) is always simply connected.
Further information about the structure of V(T)
has recently been provided by Zenger -31 • He showed
that, in the case of an operator T on a finite
dimensional complex space, V(T) contains the convex
hull of the eigenvalues of T. In theorem 2.3, we show
from this that, given a bounded linear operator T on an
Infinite dimensional complex normed space, V(T)~
contains the convex hull of the spectrum of T.
The following elementary results, due to Lumer,
are often used.
THEOREM 1.8. Let X be a normed space, and let
T,R a B(X), a,b £ F. Then
V(aT+b) = aV(T)+b, V(T+R) cV(T)+V(R),
v(aT) = jajv(T), v(T+R) < v(T)+v(R).
1
t •
The following theorem, which is proved by Lumer 17:
and Bohnenblust and Karlin ,4:, will be used often. It
is stated for a normed space equipped with a semi-inner—
product consistent with the norm, but is valid for any normed
space when the formulae involving V*(T) or w(l) are
omitted. The formulae involving exponentials only
apply when the space is complete.
THEOREM 1.9. bet X De a normed space equipped with a
semi-inner-product consistent with the norm. Let
T & B(X). Then
1. sup Re z : z £ W(T) j = lim III+aTii—1 = inf ' I+aL -1
a^0+ a a>0 a
= lim log hexp(aT)ii = sup log .i exp(aT);i = sup ( Re z:ze V(T)|
a-90+ a a>0 a
2. w(T) = v(T) = sup log h exp(aT) 4
ac-C\(oj iai
3. sup \ |Re z! : z e W(T)j = sup j |Re zj : z 4 V(T) ( =
sup log J) exp(aT) i'
atR\(u) tat
4. jj exp(aT))| < exp(iaiv(T)) (a e C).
Proof. Parts 1 and 2 are proved in Lumer [ 17 ] and
Bohnenblust and Karlin [4). Part 4 follows immediately
from part 2. For part 3>
sup ) - Re z : z e. W(T) j - sup Ue z : z <£ W(-T)j =
sup log oexp(-aT)// = sup log iiexp(bT)ti
a >0 a b<0 1 b 1
8S
Hence sup ) 'Re z. : z t W(T) f = max (sup j Rez :z (- W(T)^,
sup \~Re z : z eW(T) > ) = sup log nexp(aT)(l
atR\(o) a<
It is clear that the same argument goes through for V
replacing W.
Let X be a normed space with a semi-inner-product
consistent with the norm. From theorem 9, sup ^Re z :
z £ W(aT) e = sup <Re z : z c- V(aT) s for any a t 0 with
I al =1. This implies that co W(T) = co V(T), where
co" A denotes the closed convex hull of A. Evidently
also, given that X has two semi-inner-products
consistent with the norm, giving T the numerical
ranges W^(T) and Wg(T), we have c"o W-j_(T) = co" Wg(T).
A further important consequence of theorem 9 is as
follows. Suppose that X is a normed linear space,
and that T f- B(X). Let X be the completion of X,
and let T be the extension of T to X. Then
sup s Re z : z Q V(T) = inf j'l+aT -1 - inf iil+aTiV -1
a>0 a a>0 a
= sup I Re z: z «. V(T) ':- . Similarly, v( T) = v( T) .
Thus, on passing to the completion of a space, both
the norm and the numerical radius of an operator are
unchanged. This fact simplifies some proofs.
The following two theorems were proved by Bonsall,
Cain and Schneider.
THEOREM 1.10. The mapping x -> V(T,x) is upper-semi-
continuous from the unit sjohere S with the norm
topology into subsets of F,
9o
THEOREM 1.11. Let X £ R, and let XxX! be topologised
by the product of the norm topology and the weak*
topology. Then P is connected as a subset of XxX'.
We shall show later that P is connected In the
norm x norm topology of XxX1, given that X is a
subspace, satisfying a certain condition, of the
functions on a set.
Nirschl and Schneider [20 proved that, for an
operator T on a finite dimensional space, co V(T) =
co sp(T) implies that the eigenvalues of T on the
boundary of the convex hull of V(T) have ascent (index)
one. In fact, their proof shows that, for any operator
T, an eigenvalue on the boundary of the convex hull of
V(T) has ascent one. In theorem 2.5 we show that the
same conclusion holds for an eigenvalue on the boundary
of V(T) itself, and give an estimate for the radius of
a disc centred on an eigenvalue of ascent greater than
one which must be contained in V(T).
For a bounded operator T on a complex Hilbert
space, Berger ! 2: has proved that w(Tn) < w(T)n. This
is known as the power inequality for the numerical
radius. An elementary proof was given by Pearcy 22 .
It is not known whether this remains true for a general
normed space. We shall show that
j j Tni: en^v(T)n
given T e B(X), X a complex normed space. This is a
very much better estimate for .i!Tnji than u Tnij < env(T)n,
which comes from the case n = 1.
10.
It remains an open question whether
|ITnii = 0((v(T))n),
and we shall show that this is the case for all
meromorphic operators, ana in particular therefore
for all operators on finite dimensional complex
normed spaces.
Bohnenblust and Karlin showed that, for complex
space, jj T(i £ ev(T). However, for real normed space,
we can have v(T) =0 and T f 0. Bonsall and
Duncan i_7' proved that, for an operator T on real
P
space, v(T) = v(T ) = 0 implies T = 0. It is
natural to ask whether an inequality of the form
o i
j/Tlj £ av(T) + bv(T )2 might hold for real spaces,
where a and b are real constants. Lumer has shown
that such an inequality does hold. In theorem 3-1-2
we adapt his argument to obtain definite constants in
the inequality. In fact, we show that
liTH £ max (48v(T), 24v(T2)2).
It will be shown that v(T) = v(T^) = 0, for an
operator T on real space, implies T = 0. It is not
known whether an inequality analagous to the above
exists in this case also.
In chapter 4> WQ study Hermitian operators which
are the operators on a complex space which have real
numerical range.
3. Numerical range for a normed algebra.
Lumer also applied semi-inner-products and
numerical range to a normed algebra, as follows. Let
11.
A be a normed algebra over F. Regarding A as a
normed linear space, we may define a semi-inner-product
on A consistent with the norm. Then the numerical
range W(a) of an element a t A is defined as
I ab,bj : b <9 A, \\b(l = 1 j . W(a) is therefore the
numerical range of the bounded linear operator Ta on
A defined by Tab = ab (b g A).
In the same way, Bonsall (5j has extended the Bauer
field of values to define a numerical range for an
element of a normed algebra A as follows. For a £ A,
define the numerical range V(a) of a as
V(a) = ) f (ab) : b £ A, f £ A1, (jb|j = iff ii = f(b) = li,
Again, V(a) is the numerical range V(T ) of the
operator Ta.
Given that A has an identity of norm one, the
situation becomes simpler. Then, for a A, V(a) -
• f(a) : f e D(l)>. In this case V(a) is always
compact and convex.
For an operator T on a normed space X, we can
consider T as an element of the normed algebra 3(X),
so giving rise to a numerical range V'(T) say. The
question arises: what is the relationship between
V'(T) and V(T), the operator numerical range. In fact,
as Bonsall has shown, V'(T) is the closed convex hull
of V(T). For, by the remark earlier, V'(T) is
closed and convex, ana since, for c £ C and j ci =1,
sup ■> Re z : z £ V(cT)? = inf ijl+acTH -.1 =
L a^O a
sup \ Re z : z £ V'(cT)<j from theorem 9. We clearly
also have v'(T) = v(T).
It is sometimes convenient to prove a result for a
normed algebra, and then reinterpret it for an operator




Numerical range ana the spectrum.
§1-
In this chapter, we shall consider the relationship
between the numerical range and the spectrum of an
operator. As we have seen, given a bounded linear
r>
operator T on a complex Hilbert space, we have
sp(T) d W(T) . Bonsall (unpublished) showed that, for
an operator T on a complex Banach space, sp(T) C. V(T*) .
We now obtain a similar result concerning the Lumer
numerical range. The first part is due to Lumer.
THEOREM 2.1. Let X be a complex Banach space with
T e B(X), and let X and X' be equipped with any semi-
inner-products consistent with the norm. Then
n(T) <d W(T)~ and sp(T)\ rr(T) d W(T*).
Proof. Suppose that z <z. n (T). G-iven any > 0,
there exists x €. S such that jf(T~z)xjj < ^ .
Therefore j[Tx,x' -z j = j j (T-z)x,xl ( < g- . Hence
z g W(T) . Now assume that z g sp(T)\ tt(t). Then
there exists a> 0 such that |/(T-z)xjj > a for
xe S, so that (l(T-z)x(j > a/(x|j (x a- X). From this
it follows that the range Y of T-zI is closed.
Y = X would imply that T-z has a bounded inverse, so
we must have Y ^ X. There therefore exists f e S1
such that f(Y) = ' 0 ;. Then, for x & X, ((T-z)*f)x =
f((T-z)x) = 0. Hence T*f-zf = (T-z)*f = 0, and
z = jf zf,f] = [T*f,f] £ W( T*).
The result sp(T) C V(T*)~ mentioned above may be
proved directly, or will follow from theorem 1 together
with the following result, which is due to Bonsall.
THEOREM 2.2. Let X be a normed space, and T £ B(X).
Then
V(T) C. V(T*).
Proof. Let (x,f) £ P(X). Define x £ X" by x(f) =
f(x) (f £ X'). Then it is easy to see that
(f,x) Qr P(X'), and x(T*f) = T*f(x) = f(Tx). Since
f(tx) is a general point of V(T), we have V(T) C V(T*).
Now turning our attention to the numerical range
V(T) of an operator T on a complex space X, we have
Williams's result that sp(T) c. V(T) , and Zenger's
result that co sp(T) C V(T) for X a finite
dimensional space. Since V(T) need not be convex,
the first fact does not imply the secona. We now
extend Zenger's result to a general Banach space.
Professor Bonsall suggested the consideration of the
approximate point spectrum.
THEOREM 2.3. Let X be a complex Banach space, and
let T £ B(X). Then V(T)~~ contains co sp(T).
Proof. Firstly, it is clear that co sp(T) = co<)sp(T).
Since d sp(T) C rr(T) sp(T) by theorem 1.5> W3 have
co sp( T) = cott(T). Assume, without loss of generality,
that II Til = 1. Suppose that z £ co sp(T). Then there
exists zjj. c- tt(T) and a > 0 (k = 1,2,3), such that
al+a2+a3 = "*■ an<i a-^z^+agZg+a^z-j = z. Assume first
15.
that a-£ > 0 (k = 1,2,J), and that the z-^. are unequal.
2
Suppose that 0 < £ < r /24, where r = mln (i z-^ - z2i ,
1 z2 ~ z3! > i 2-5 - zij). Since z^ £ Ti ( T), we can find
fc S such that (l(T-z^)x^y <6 (k = 1,2,3). Let
Y = lin (xqjXg,^). By Zenger j_3l]> theorem 2, there
exist b^ £ C (k = 1,2,3) and f e Y1 such that
f(bkxk) = ak ^ = 1>2'3)> and ||xll = 1 = (if II = f(x),
where x = b^x^+bgXg+b^x^. By the Hahn-Banach theorem,
we can extend f to X without increasing its norm.
Writing f for the extension, we have (x,f) e P(X).
Now, since H (T-zk) x^n < € (k = 1,2,3),
l( b1z1x1 + bgZgXg + b-^z-^x^ - T(b1x1 + b2x2 + b^x^) |l £ UU
where M = I b 1 + ibgi + iby . Hence
j| b-^zj^x-^ + bgZgXg + b^z^x^ll £ 1 + M6 .
2 p
Similarly, using the fact that jl(T - z^ )x-^li =
jj (T+zk) (T~zk)xkjj k 2g , we have
■ 1 ? 2 p
j, h1z1' x1 + bgZ2 x2 + b^sw x-jfj £ 1 + 2Md .
From the identity
bfC Zf-Zg)(Z1-Z3)Xi = z2z^(b1x1 + ... + b-x^) -
P P
(zg+Zj) (b^z^l + ... + bjZjXj) + (b^z-^ x^_ +...+ b-^z^x^),
and using the fact that \z^\ £ 1, we have
I b^J r2 £ |bi( z1~z2) ( zp-z^)| <4 + 4Me .
Similarly, [by r2 £ 4 + Zpi £ (k = 2,3). Hence Mr2 £
12 + 12Me < 12 + Mr /2 , and so M £ 24/r2 . Finally
I f(ix) - (a1z1 + ... + ajZj)! =
2
.b1f(Tx1 - z1x-L) +...+ b^f (Tx^ - z3x3)! £. £ 24 € /r .
16.
Since f(Tx) 6 V(T) and. 4 is arbitrary, z € V(T)~.
In the case of z = + a2z2 > al + a2 ~ -'-'al ^
ag > 0, z-^ ^ Zg , a similar argument will again show that
z -£ V(T)~.
The proof of this theorem is independent of
Williams's result that sp(T) C V(T)~. Kence the
latter may be regarded as a consequence of theorem 3.
We know that eigenvalues of T are contained in
V(T). The next theorem shows that eigenvalues of ascent
greater than one are in fact interior points of V(T).
We shall require the following generalisation aue to
Kakutani j 16 ■, of Brouwer's fixed point theorem. We
in fact give his corollary.
LEMMA 2.4. Let A be a bounded closed convex set in a
Eucliaean space. Let K(A) be the family of all closed
convex subsets of A. Then, if x ~>f(x) is an upper-
semi-continuous point-to-set mapping of A into K(Aj,
then there exists an xQ<£ A such that x0 e f(xQ).
THEOREM 2.5. Let X be a complex normed space, ana let
T £ B(Xj . Suppose that u 6 S, and (IT^uji < |/Tu(|'2/6.
Then 0 is an interior point of V(T). G-iven that also
2
T u = 0 4=- Tu, then V(X1 J contains the disc
{z : ! zi £ (3-82;«TUH | .
p
Proof. Write R = ||Tu|j and R' = j.T u|j. Suppose that
z is any complex number with jz| = r < R. Let
x = zu + Tu, and y = x/|jx(|. Let f be any element
of D(y). Then j'xji = f(x) = zf(u) + f(Tu), so that
17.
iix'f (Ty) = f(Tx) = zf(Tu) + f(T2u) = z(|!x,: - zf(u)) +
f(T2u). Therefore jf(Ty) - zj £ jf(T2u) - z f(u)(/||X|[
£ (r2 + R')/(R - r), Define F(z) as V(T,y). Then
we have
w £ F(z) implies |w-z| <- (r2 + R' )/(R - r) . (l)
2
Since R1 < R /8, there exists c > 0 such that
(f-(R+a) )2 + R' R - 5a (0 <_ a < c) (2)
R — tj-( R+a) 4
Suppose that |tj = a <_ c. Let D denote
<i z iz| For z £ D, define G-(z) as
t-t-z — F(t + z). For z b D and w fc F (t + z) ,
since jt + zj <. ^-(R + a), from (l) and (2) we have
jt + z - wj -$-(R - 3a) . Kence G-(z) is a subset
of D. From theorem 1.10 we know that the mapping
x -~V(T,x) is upper semi-continuous from S with the
norm topology into convex compact subsets of C.
Kence the mapping z —>G(z) is upper semi-continuous
from D into convex compact subsets of D. Lemma 4
now shows that there exists z b D such that z b G(z).
Therefore t e F(t+z) <k V(T), Since the argument goes
through for any t with (t| <_ c, 0 is an interior
point of V(T).
2
In the case T u = 0 / Tu, we may apply the above
argument with R' = 0. It is easily verified that we
may take c to be (3 - 82)R in (X). Kence the
disc ^z : ]z. k (3 - 82),'!Tulij is contained in V(T).
2
Theorem 5 will also apply if 8;T j k ,jT|( , for
13.
P 2
then u € S may be found such that BjiT uii <-' SiTu • .
G-iven an operator T on a complex space, with an
eigenvalue z of ascent greater than one, we can find
2
u £ S such that (T-z) u = 0 ^ (T-z)u. Application of
theorem 8 with T replaced by T-z now shows that V(T)
contains the disc ^w : |w-z| (3 - 8^) || (T-z) u || j .
Theorem 8 Is also true for a real space X. The
proof need only be modified by restricting all scalars
to the real line. The remark following theorem 5 Is
also true in the real case, assuming z is real.
COROLLARY 2.6. Let X be a normed space with T B(X),
and let z belong to the boundary of V(T). Then
8fjxlj !i(T—z)2x!| > ( T-z)x' 2 (x £ X).
2 2
Proof. Suppose that 8;|xH ji(T-z) x|| < //(T-z)x// for
some x £ X. Put u = x/j/xjj. Then u <£ S and
2 2
8 (/(T-z) u(l £ //(T-z)uII . By theorem 0 Is an
interior paint of V(T-z). Since V(T-z) = V(T)-z,
z is an interior point of V(T), which is a
contradiction.
We showed earlier that V(T) V(T*) for any
operator T. We now give an example in which V(T) ^ V(T*)„
Let cQ, t-]_, denote respectively the Banach
spaces of all complex sequences that are convergent to
zero, that have absolutely convergent series, and that
are bounded. We make the usual identifications
C0' = "l » ' l'- = ^oo'
EXAMPLE 2.7. Let X = cQ, and define T £ B(X) by
19.
(Tx) i = 2 1xi + 2 2xi+1 + 2~^xi+2 +... (x<£ X).
Then V(T) £ V(T*).
Proof. It is clear that IITxli < 1 for |(x|l= 1.
Therefore z A V(T) implies |z{ < 1. We may write
X' = and Xff = -^ . Then it is easily verifiedx OO
that
i+1 1
(T*f)1 = 2"^! + 2 f2 +...+ 2~ fi (f e X) .
Take f = (1,0,0,0,,.. ) e X1 and 0 = (1,1,1,...) 6 X".
Then (f, 0) 6. P(X') , and <0(T*f) = 1. Hence
1 € V(T*), yet 1 4 V(T).
It may be shown that, in this example, V(T) =
) z: | z—g-1 < ijrj while V(T*) = -jz:(z—g-i £ •g-j' . We
therefore have V(T) = V(T*) in this case. It is
not known whether this always holds. However, it is
always true that co V(T) = co V(T*). For, from
theorem 1.9, for J c( = 1, sup | Re z : z d V(cT*)J; =
inf ii I*4-acT*»'i -1 = inf K I+acTll -1 = sup ^Re z:z £- V(cT)/.
a>0 a . a>0 a
Also, v(T) = v(T*).
Given a normed space X, the set P(X) defined in
chapter 1 as a subset of XxX1 is known to be connected
in the norm x weak"1 topology, but it is noW known whether
it is always connected in the norm x norm topology. The
next theorem gives a case in which the latter is true.
THEOREM 2.8. Let E be any set, and let X be a
normed linear space of functions on E, with the sup norm,
with the property that, for f,g <£ S(X), there exist
o
C-
a,b £ E and h £ S(X) with 1 = |f(a)l = ig(bj) =
(h(a)i = jh(b)j . Then P is (arcwise-) connected
in the norm x norm topology of XxX1.
Proof. Suppose that (f, 0) ana (g, ^ ) £ P.
Define 0& and 0^ X' by 0a(k) = h(a) k(a)
(k e X) and 0fc(k) = h( b) k(b) (k £. X), where
a,b £_ X and h £ S(X) are such that | f(a)l = jg(b)i
|h(a)[ = /h(b)j = 1. (zf,z0) e P for fzj = 1, and
hence these points are arcwise-connected. Choose z
such that zf(a) = h(a), Then (zf, rz"0 + (l-r)0a)
£ P for 0 £_ r < 1, and (rzf + (l-r)h, 0&) £ P
(0<_r<8l). Therefore (f,0>) is connected to
(h,0a). Similarly, (g, Kjf) is connected to (h, 00.
Finally, since (h,r 0 + (l-r) 00 e. P (0 £ r <• 1),
we have (f,0) connected to (g, 0).
Let c,c0 denote respectively the Banach spaces o
all complex sequences that are convergent, and that are
convergent to zero. Then each of these is a linear
space of functions on the positive integers which has
the property of theorem 8. Hence, in both cases, P
is norm x norm connectea.
8 2. The joint numerical range.
Let X be a normed linear space, and T-^,...,Tn
e B(X). Then the joint numerical range V( T-^, . . ., Tn)
of is defined as ^ (f (T^x) ,.., ,f (Trx) ) :
(x,f) P(X) > . Similarly, let A be a unital normed
algebra, and a = (a^,...,a ) € An. Then the joint
numerical range V(a) of a is defined as
21.
(f (a1),.. . , f (an)) : f £ D(1)V . Nov; let A be
complete and over the complex field. The joint
spectrum sp(a) of a is the set of points
(z^,...,zn) such that either
A(z1-a1) + ... + A(zn-an) £ A
or
(z1-a1)A + ... + (zn-an)A ± A .
In 5 Bonsall shows that, for a c A, sp(a) C V(a)
and inj_6j by a similar argument that sp(aj c v(a) .
Let N denote the set of all algebra norms p on A
that are equivalent to the given norm, and satisfy p(l)
= 1. Let V (a) denote the numerical range of a
P
with respect to the norm p. The following result is
due to Bonsall /_8J .
THEOREM 2.9. Let A be a complex unital Banach algebra,
and let a^,...,an be mutually commuting elements of A.
Then
C\ ^Vp(a) : pt N j C co sp(a1) x,,.x co sp(an)
The latter set can be larger than co sp(a).
THEOREM 2.10. With the same conditions as theorem 9>
C\ Vp( a) : p £ N \ = co sp(a) .
Proof. Since sp(a) C_ Vp(a), and Vp(a) is convex,
it is clear that
r\ ) V (a) : p N > 9 co sp(a) . (1)
«- p — —
Let T De an nxn matrix, regarded as a linear mapping
of An into An as well as of Cn into Cn .
For b - (b-j,...,bn) fe. An, it is easily verified that
V(Tb) = TV(b). Henoe
n vp( Tb) rh T n Vp( b) .
If T is non-singular, we also have ^\V (b) T>
T"1 n V (Tb), so that
n Tb) = T M V (b).
P
By a similar argument, sp(Ta) = T sp(a).
Suppose w= (w1,...,wn) t Cn co sp(a). Since
co sp(a) is convex and compact, there exists a linear
functional f on Cn and a real number r such that
Re f(_z) < r <. Re f(w) (z, (■ co sp(a) )
Let f(zj = t11z1 + ... + tlnzn (_z = (z1,...,zn) £ Gn)
and let T be a non-singular nxn matrix with
(tn,... , tin) as its firs'fc row. Then
Re z-^ < r < Re x-j_ ( z, = ( z^,..., zn) e sp( Ta) )
where (x,,...,x ) = Tw. Hence
Tw .i co sptc^) x ... x co sp(c ),
where (ci,...,cn) = Ta, so that, by theorem 9>
Tw H ;V (Ta) : pc- This implies
t - sr J
w C\ I vp(a) : p e N j .





In this chapter, we study the numerical radius of
an operator in relation to its norm. Recall that the
numerical radius v(T) of an operator T is defined as
sup -s |z\ : z h V( T) ( .
r
§1. Complex spaces.
For an operator T on a complex Hilbert space, we
have T|| < 2w(T). J.P.Williams and T.Crimmins . 30 '
have investigated the extreme case in which jlT'l = 2w(T)
and T attains its norm. They prove the following
theorem,
THEOREM 3.1. Let X he a complex Hilbert space, and
suppose that w(T) = 1 and ftTx;! = 2j|x!l for some x £ X.
2
Then T x = 0, and lin (x,Tx) is a reducing subspace
of T.
In the case of X a real Hilbert space, we can
have w(T) =0 and T / 0. We now prove a result
analagous to theorem 1.
THEOREM 3.2. Let X be a real Hilbert space, and
suppose that v( T) = 0 and (/ Tx;/ = I'.Tti for some
x (~ S(X) . Then T* - - T, ana lin (x,Tx) is a
reducing subspace of T.
Proof. From the remark after theorem 2.7, wo have
v(T«) - v(T) = 0. Hence v( T + T*) <- v(T)+v(T*) = 0,
24=
and since T + T* is self-adjoint, T + T* = 0.
Therefore |i t!!2 = (Tx,Tx) = (T*Tx,x) = (-T2x,x) £ | T2 T,
£ i'|T|!2. Hence (T2x,x) = -yT2xi' jjxjj, ana, since we
have equality in the Cauchy—Schwartz inequality, we must
have T x = -x. It is now clear that lin(x,Tx) is
invariant for both T and T*, ana so is a reducing
subspace of T.
Given an operator T on a complex Hilbert space,
Berger [ 2j has proved that w(Tn) £ w(T)n, ana hence
that }j Tnji £ 2w(T)n. It was proved by Bohnenblust and
Karlin ;4j that, for an operator T on a complex normed
space, if Tjj £ ev( T). This gives the estimate
£Tni! £ env(T)n for a positive integer n. We now
derive a much better estimate for Tn in terms of
v(T). Since, as we remarked after theorem 1.9, both
the norm and numerical radius of an operator is unaltered
on passing to the completion of a space, we may assume,
without loss of generality, that X is complete.
THEOREM J.J. Let X be a complex Banach space, and
T £ B(X). Then
11 Tn|| £ n! ( e/n)nv(T)n £ en^v( T) n (n = 1,2,3, .. . J.
Proof. Assume first that v(T) £ 1. Let m,n be
positive integers with m > n. Let w^ (k=l,2,. .. ,m)
be the m th roots of unity. Then jl exp( zT) l( £
exp( jz|) (z C C) by theorem 1.9. Hence
II (nT)n + (nT)n+m + |j = |j 1 H \ exp(w, nT) jjU n! (mJT )•' '' m k-1 * * h
_ exp(n).
25.
Letting m oo>, we have p Tn|' £ n!(e/n)n. Given that
v(T) = 0, then v(xT) = 0, and so nxT|l £ e (x £ C),
using the above with n = 1. Hence T = 0, and the
inequalities certainly hold. Given v(T) ^ 0, the
result is proved by applying the above inequality to
T/v(T). Finally, from Stirling's formula, we have
n! ( e/n)n < en2".
We do not know of any operator T such that
v(T; - 1 ana \Tn3- is unbounded. The next theorem
shows that if T is an operator on a finite dimensional
space, or, more generally, is a meromorphic operator
(Taylor ' 25 j Caraaus [ 9 j) then (Tnj is bounded
whenever v(T) < 1.
THEOREM 3.4. Let X be a complex normed linear space,
and let T be a bounded linear meromorphic operator on
X. Then H Tnlj =* 0(v(T)n).
Proof. Assume first that v(T) - 1. Suppose z (- sp(T)
with iz* = 1. Then there exists an ldempotent P such
that TP = PT, (zI-T)P is nilpotent, and (zI-T)(l-F)
is invertible in (I-P)X. Since z is a boundary
point of V(T), theorem 2.5 shows that (zI-T)2x - 0
implies (zI-T)x = 0. It follows that (zI-T)p = 0.
Therefore
T = TP + T(I-P) = zP + T(I-P).
Since the non-zero points of sp(T) are isolated, I
may therefore be written
m
m _ "V „ "d J. n
p6„
where \z1\ = 1, P^ = Pif P^ = RPpO-^p^pj = 0 (i £ j),
and p(R) < 1. Then
m M „
Tn = 1_ ^ ?i + R
1=1
so that [\\Tn\\ : n = 1,2,... } is bounaed. The proof
is now completed for a general operator T by applying
the above to T/v(T).
Glickfeld ^14. has given an example of an operator
on a two-dimensional complex space for which ;5T11 = ev(T)c
Hence the constant e in the inequality !!tI'< ev(T) is
best possible. In example 5 we describe such an
operator in a different way from Glickfeld. We shall
show later that any such example must be equivalent to
that of Glickfeld.
THEOREM 3.5. Let A be the algebra of elements b + cu,
p
with b,c 6 C, where u = 0. Define f(x) = exp(x)
(0 < x < 1), f (x) = ex (x > 1). Define p on A by
p( b + cu) = Ibj f(jc/b;) (b ^ 0)
= j c \ e (b = 0)
Then p is an algebra-norm 011 A, and p( u) = ev( u).
Proof. Clearly, f is continuous and increasing.
Since the derivative of f is increasing, f is convex.
Also, f(t)/t is a decreasing function of t, so that
f(ct) < cf(t) for c > 1. Finally, the derivative of
log f(t) is decreasing, and log f(0) = 0. So, for
0 < s < t, log f(s+t) - log f(t) <. log f(s), or
f(s+t) < f(s)f(t).
As f is continuous, p is continuous in b and c
at any point with b / o. Since, for ibi < (of,
p(b + cu) = e|o{ = p(cu), p is also continuous at
points with b = 0 and c / 0.
Suppose that a^ = bp + CpU and = bg + CgU
are any two elements of A, with none of bp,bg,bp + bg
zero. Put z^ = cp/bp and Zg = cg/bg. Then
p(a-j_ + ag) = p(bp + bg + (bp2! + bgZg)u)
= i bp + bgj f ( bpZp + b2Z2 /[ b-j_ + bgt )
< | bi + b2| f ( ibpZpi / {bp + bgt + { bgZgl /[bp + bgt )
< ( jb^' + fb2l ) f ( tbpZpl/( fb1;+ f b2l) +ibgZg[/( jb-J + Jbgl ))
< jb^ f(jz1j) + jbgj f ( jzgf)
= p(a±) + p(a2).
Also, p(a1a2) = p(b^bg(l + Zpu)(l + ZgU))
= p(bpbg(l + (zp + Zg)u))
= | bpbgi f ( Up + Zg! )
U |b1bg^f( IzJ + /Zg/ )
i \ bpbg} f ( jz^l )f ( t Zgl )
= p(a1)p(a2)
By the continuity of p, these inequalities remain true
when the restraints on ana ag are removed.
Clearly p( za) = \z{p(a) (z € 0), p(a) = 0 implies
a = 0, and p(l) = 1. Hence p is an algebra-norm on
A. Also, for {z{ < 1, exp( zu) = 1 + zu, and
28.
jzj log p( exp(zuj) = 1. Therefore, by theorem 1.3,
v( u) = 1, ana by definition, p(u) = e.
Regaraing A as a normed linear space, uefine an
operator T on A by Ta = ua (a £. A). Then, by the
remarks in chapter 1, If Til = t)u|,' = e, and v( T J =
v(u) = 1.
In theorem 6, we derive a consequence of the case
of equality for some n in theorem 'j>. However, we do
not know whether such operators exist for n >1.
THEOREM 3.6 Let X be a complex normed space, with
T £ B(X) . T ^ 0. Suppose that f| Tnlf = ni ( e/n) nv( T) n
for some positive integer n, and that p(T) = 0 for
some non-zero complex polynomial p. Then 0 is an
eigenvalue of T of ascent greater than n.
Proof. Assume, without loss of generality, that
v( T) = 1, Then, by theorem 1.3, !'exp(zT)ij exp(;z. )
( z a CJ . Suppose that x a S and f <£ S!. Then
Jl. / n^f ( T^xJ/ki!2 =
k=0
1 , ( 3- exp(kit) nJif(TiSc))( 5" exp( -kit) n^f ( T^x))at
271" J 0 k-0 ' kl k=0 kl
( 2 TT
= (2n) ^ | If(exp( e^^nTjx}'!2 at
J 0
< exp( 2n).
Since U Tn|j = ni(e/n)n, given any <£ > 0 we can
choose x and f such that J nnf(Tnx)/n!| >
exp(2n) - £ . Then j n^f (T^SO/k! I < 0 for k ^ n.
Suppose that a0I + ... + a^T111 = 0. Then
29.
a0f(x) + a-jf(Tx) + ... + amf(Tmx) = 0, so that
JL v
■a f (Tnx) I < $ i a^-i k! /n .
k=0
Mn
Since c- is arbitrary, and lf(Tnx)| > n!(e^n- ( )2/nn,
a = 0. Since also aT^ + ... + a . Tn + ...+ a = 0
II O li."-K.
for k - 1,2, . . . , n, we have aQ = a-j_ = ... = an = 0.
Suppose that ap is the non-zero coefficient of p
with smallest suffix r, so that r > n. Then
arT + ... + a^T ^ 0, as the contrary would imply
ar = 0, by the above. Hence there exists x & X such
that (arTn + ... + amTm+n_r)x f 0. Let
y = (a^I + ... + amTm~r)x. Clearly, Tny £ 0 while
Try = 0. This implies that 0 is an eigenvalue of T
of ascent greater than n.
We now show that any operator T on a two-
dimensional complex space, such that i:TSi = ev(T) must
behave as the operator of example b• Indeed, we show
that the existence of such an operator completely
determines the geometry of the space.
THEOREM 3-7. Suppose that T is an operator on a two-
dimensional complex space X, such that v( T) =1 and
p
j' Tjj = e. Then T - 0, and there exists x e 3 such
that
|; I+zT!! = i x+zTxj! = exp(izi) (;Z[ <_ 1)
and j I+zTi; = iiX+zTx'i = e'z| ( z| > l) .
Proof. T must satisfy a non-trivial quadratic
proof of
equation which, by the/previous theorem, must have
2
coefficients of I and T zero. Therefore T - 0.
30.
We have
!'; 3>zT \\ = \;exp(zT)|| £_ exp( •; z> ) ( z £ Gj (l)
Choose x - S and f c- s' such that f(Tx) = e. The
argument of the previous theorem shows that f(x) = 0.
Therefore
j! (I+zT)x jj > i f ((I+zT) x) i - e \z! (z t C) (2)
From (1) and (2) we have
- I+zTil = j'.x+zTxj! = e ( fzl = 1) (3)
Let fzi < 1, and find w f C such that
i z+w! = |z; + iw| = 1. Then
e = •] (I+(z+w;T)x)l = i|(I+wT)(I+zT)xji
exp( \wi ) \\ x+zTx ;■ ,
so that
jj (I-t-zT)xjJ _> exp(!z;) ( : Z! < 1). (4.)
From (1) and (4),
}\ (I-f-zT)xj! = IU+zT'' - exp( i zI ) ( [z\ < 1).
Nov/ suppose that \ z i > 1, and put z = a+b, with
|a! = 1 and i'bl = jzi - 1. Then, using (3) and the
fact that 11 T i! = e,
JjI+zT{! - ||(I+aT) + bTjj < e + ( [z[ -l)e =
I z) e (3)
Therefore, from (2) and ( 3) >
\\ I+zT ;1 = j! (H-zT)x i; = z\ e ( jZ "> 1) .
It is clear that x and Tx are linearly independent,
and so span X. Hence we have now found the norm of
every element of X. The conditions of the theorem
therefore determine completely the geometry of the space.
We showed in theorem 3 that, for an operator T on
31.
a complex space X, we have 11 T V: < ev( T). In the case
of X uniformly convex, we can improve the constant e.
For example, we now show that for a complex L space
with p > 2, e may be replaced, by (ep-l)A, where
r = 1/p. In the case p = 2, the space Is a Hilbert
space, and we know that VTjj<_ 2v(T). The constant
(ep-l)r is not best possible in this case therefore, and
possibly not for p > 2 either.
THEOREMj>.6. Let X be a complex L space with p> 2,
j?
ana T o B(X). Then \i T '•! < (ep-l)rv( T), where r = l/p.
Proof. Assume, without loss of generality, that v(T)=l.
Let £ be any positive number less than one. Choose a
positive integer n such that d ji T "li/k!
k=2n
Let w^ = exp( icn i/nj (k = l,2,...,2n). Let x c S,





ak — | > exp(w^T)x + exp(-w T)x \\' k=l ^
2n
= {i J' exp(wkT)x !i
k=l
= 2n j; x + T2nx/(2n)I + T^nx/ (4-n)I + ... V
> 2n(l - € ).
By Clarkson's inequality 10., and theorem 1.9
rv
iiexp(wicT)x - exp(-w^T)x;: + j|exp(wJrT)x + exp(-w^.T)
< 2P 1( |! exp(wkT)xfiP + j/exp(-wkT)x||P) < (2e)p.
xilp
Using the aefinition of ak, this gives
ii exp(wKT)x - exp(-wkT)x!i < ((2e)P - akP)r.
Now
-1 n -1
(2n) £ wk (exp(wkT)x - exp(~wkT)x)
x=l
2n _p
= (2n) £ wk exp(wkT)x
k~l
= Tx + T2n+1x/(2n+l)i + ...
Therefore
i: Tx/i £ (2n) 1 T. ((2e)P - akp)* -f
k=l
The expression on the right hand, side, unuer the
n
conditions 0 < a.. < 2e and 7 a, > 2n(l - t ) ,
— J£ -— 7
attains its maximum when ak = 2(1 -6) (k = l,2,...,n).
To see this, consider the function f defined by
f(t) = (a-tP)r + (a-(b-t)p)r, where a and b are
positive constants. Then f'(t) =
(b-t)P_1(a-(b-t)P)1 X - t^^a-t^*)** 1 and f'(t) > 0
for t < Jrb, f'(t) £ 0 for t > -g-b. Kence f is a
maximum when t = b-t = -g-b. This shows that
n p p r
g(a-,, ... ,a ) = 7 ((2e) - a, ) is increased
k-1 *
when a^ and a^ are each replaced by -|-(a^ + a.) .
Repeating this argument, and using the continuity of g,
we have that g is increased when ak,...,an are each
replaced by (a^ + ...+ an)/n. Therefore
i! Tx;i <(eP-(l-€)P)r + € .
Since € is an arbitrary positive number less than one,
and x is an arbitrary element of S, we have
33.
\\T\\ < (ep - l)r.
hemark. In the case of X a complex L space with
1 < p ^ 2, a similar argument shows that
ii TI; £ ( ep - l)"^Civ(T) where p "*" + q 1 = 1.
Let E be a compact Hausdorff space, and X the
Banach space of ail continuous complex valued functions
on E, with the sup norm. Then Duncan, McGregor,
Pryce ana 'White 13] have proved that jj T\< = v(TJ for
every T € B(X). We now show that this result remains
true if the topological space E is only assumed to be
completely regular.
THEOhEk j„3. net E be a completely regular topological
space, ana X the space of all/continuous complex
valuea functions on E, with the sup norm.
Let T c- B(XJ. Then i! T Si = v(T).
Proof. Given any £ > 0, there exists f e S such
that ||Tfj|> K T\j - -g e . Then there exists a f. E such
that ;Tf(a)j > l| T U - . If f (a) = 0, put
h = (f+c)/ if+c ;| , where c > 0 is such that j! Tf - Th C
■gd . If f(aj ^ 0, put h = f. In either case, we
have hS, h(a) ana iTh(a)! > i!Tq- n . Let
)
U = •; b >»• E : h(b); > j?[ h(a) 1 * , so that U is an open
neighbourhooa of a. Since E is completely regular
there exists < g i. X such that 0 £ g(b) £ 1 (b £■" Ej,
g(b) = 0 (b £ E \ U), ana g(a) = 1.
Define k £ X by
JUvsUL - Ccciv £ of £ ,
-A<WC X = c(E) , (W tAc *WaA£ C'33
34.
k(b) = g(b)h(b) (1- jh(b)! 2)Vlh(b)i (b 4 U)
k(b) = 0 (bt E \U) .
Then define ^ ^ fl = h + ik and f2 = h-ik.
For b E \U, f1(b)! = i h(b): < 1. For b •• U,
p -1
f0b) = h(b) + ig(b)h(b)(l - ,h(b)' )2/'. h(b), , so that
p( t>) I 2 = 1 h(b)! 2 + g( b)2( 1 - ! h( bj; 2) £ 1. Since
g(a) = 1, we have 'f-0a); = 1, so that i f^lj = 1.
Similarly, f2 a S and ;fg(a)j = 1. Clearly,
f-^ + fg = 2h, so that ' Tf-0a) + Tfg(a) , = 2jTh(&)| .
One of i Tf0a)' > iTh(a)' , \Tf2(a), > 'Th(a)l must be
true. Assume the former. Let 4 fc X1 be defined
by 0(f) = fx(a) f(aj (f t X). Then (fx,0) f P,
ana so v(TJ > Ig^Tf-^)! = Tf0 a)» 2' )Th(&)| >
(! T }t - o . The same result will follow on the
assumption Tf2(a); 2 Th(a)i . Since k is
arbitrary we have v( T) = \\T |L
f
Q2. Real spaces.
Vve have seen that when T is an operator on a
complex normed space, S|T |\ ev(T). No such
inequality can hold when X is a real normed space,
for then we can have v(T) =0 and yet T £ 0. For
2
example, for X = R regarded as a real Hilbert space,
define T by T(x,y) - (-y,x). However, Bonsall and
_ p _
Duncan [ 7j showed that v(T) = v( T ) - 0 implies T = 0.
It is natural to ask whether an inequality of the form
p J-
j{Tj| £ av('T) + bv(T )2 holds, where a and b are real
j>5.
constants. Theorem 10 shows that such a result does
hold for real Hilbert space.
THEOREM 3.10. Let X be a real Hilbert space, and let
T c B(XJ. Then
!; T(i2 < 20v(T)2 + 2v(T2).
Proof. Write a = v(T) and b = v(T2). Let x 3.
Then
\\ Txif = (x+Tx,Tx+T2x) - (x, Tx) - (x,T2x) - (Tx,T2x)
<_ a(|iX(|2 + l(Tx|i^ + ;• x+'Tx;'2) + b x>2
£ ?a(l 4- a + HTh ) + b
2 2 2
where we have used j j x+Tx.s = MXji + 2(Tx,x) + ':Txj <_
1 + 2a + |/T/:2. Since x t S is arbitrary, we have
|| T!;2 < 2a( 1 + a + j;T/f2) + b, or (l-2a);:T 2 <_ 2a(l+a) + b.
Nov/ apply this result to r'T, where r > 0. Since
2 P 2
v(rT) = rv(T), and v((rT) ) = r v( T ), we must replace
p
a and b by ra and r b respectively. This gives
(l — 2ar)r2l!T;i^ < 2ar(l + ar) + br2.
Putting r = (^a) \ we deduce
2 2
! T £ 20a + 2b.
After I had proved this result, burner (unpublished)
proved the following stronger inequality.
THEOREM 3.11. Let X be a real Hilbert space, and let
T t B(X). Then
T';i £ 2w(T) +■ w(T2)W
and this inequality is sharp.
Proof. Let x,y £ X. Then
2 ;(Tx,y) + (Ty,x) j = |(T(x+y) ,x+y) - (T(x-y), x-y) '
2 P
< w(T) (-. x+yii + iix-y-. )
= 2w(T)(.ix)i2 + ;;yii2).
Therefore
/( Tx,y) + (Ty,x)i £ w( T) (!■:x;>2 + |i yli2) .
Assume that T ^ 0, and apply this to x f- S and
P 2
y = Tx/uTU. This gives I j; Txji + (T x,x) j £ 2w(T)|['T!!,
which implies !! T-r'2 £ 2w(T)yTH + w(T2). Hence
iiTl! satisfies
2 p
ji T'1 - 2w( T) ;T|I - w( T ) £ 0.
We must have // Til not greater than the largest zero of
P 2
the polynomial t - 2w(T)t - w( T ), i.e.
ji T iJ £ w(T) + (w(T2) + w(T)2)2.
Since t2 is a subadditive function of t for t > 0,
we have
TH < 2w(T) + w(T2)2
To show that this is sharp, consider the operator T
p
defined on R by T(x,y) = (~y,x). Then w(T) = 0
p -l
and \\T ji = w( T )2.
Lumer has also shown that an inequality of the
form HT:' £ av( T) + ov( T )2 , with a and b real
constants, must hold for any operator on a real normed
space. In theorem 12, we adapt his argument to give
actual constants in the inequality. The theorem is
stated for an element of a real Banach algebra, out, by
the remarxs in 31-3 will also apply to an operator on
a real normed space.
'THEOREM 3.12. Let A be a real Banach algebra with
identity of norm one, and let a €. A. Then
2 —
j, aj'\ 3. max(48v(a), 2zj-v(a )2)
Proof. Let B be the complexification of A, so that
A is embedded isometrically in B (Rickart 123] §1.5)
Let b be the element in B corresponding to a A.
Then
sup < I Re z I ; z £ V(b) \ = sup log II exp( tbj it
tcR 111
= sup log u exp( ta) n
tfeR 111
V
= sup l iRe zi : z e V(a)j;
= v( a) .
< 2 2
Similarly, sup' IRe zj l z ^ V(b ) . = v(a ). Let
r > 0 be such that
4v(a)r 4 1 and 4v(a2)r2 <_ 1. (l)
Let z = re1*", where t R. Let c q B, with /)cj/ =
and let f e D(c). Then I! (l+-zb) c ji _> !f((l+zb)c)i =
1 + zf(bc) 1 = j e~~Xt + rf (be) | > Re(e~it: 4- rf(bc)) >
cos(t) - y, since f(bc) € V(b), and using (l). It
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follows from this that, for - !/3 i t 1 r/3,
0 & V(l+zb)~ so that 1-fzb is invertible, by theorem 1.6.
We also have
(■(lf-zb)""1!; <• ( COS(t) - f) 1 (— TT/3 1 t < H/3)
? 2 2 P
Similarly, since 4v(a )r li (l+z b ) is invertible
for -tt/6 < t < n/6, and
ji(l-t-z2b2) 1; < (ccs(2t) - t) 1 (— "ft /6 f. t <_ tt/6).
This implies that, for -t\/6 _£ t < T/6, l+-zib is
invertible, and
\\ (l+zib)-1 |! = !i(l+z2b2)""1(l+zib)n
C (cos(2t) - + rAb!.').
We now have that (l +• reit;b) is invertible for
— T/3 £ t < 2 n/3, The same arguments applied to -b
will show that (l re^b) is invertible for
- Tt/3 £ t <_ 2 n/3. Hence we have (1-zb) invertible
for |z! = r, and also, by (l), for z! < r.
Therefore, for any positive integer n,
r
2'TjfbUji = z n "^(1-zb) ^ dz (|
t z! =r
2 7~T
r n \ jj (l - re^b) h dt
P 0
_ n f / 3 -if _ "| i / 6 j ^ _p
= r ( t i! (l-re b) S 5 dt v (1-rie b) U dt
J -TT/3 ' - /b
f tt /3 1t , : Tr/6 1t
+ ! |;(l+re b) j: dt + l< (l+rie b) j! dt)J -IT/3 '-TT/6
r "H
r n( 4 \ (cos(tJ - t")"1 +
- 0
f ! / 6 -i
4(1 + r'^b*>) | (cos(2t) - •£) dt )
J 0
-n ( n _i
2r (3 + ri'blO 1 (cos(t) - f) ^
0
; 4r n(3 -!- r\ b\.)
( n /3 _! T"r / 6 _!
since j (cos(t) - f) at - 2 i (cos( 2t)—£-) at
; 0 0
< 2. Assume for the moment that fja.; = l\h''= 1. We
want to establish an upper bound for r, so assume that
r > 1, For 1 < t < v, let c = (l-tb)/iil-tb .., and
let f D(c). Then
i!( l-tb)~'1"c |i > if((l-tb) 1c) 1
= i f(c + tbc + t2b2c + ...) *
> 1 - tv(a) - t2v(a2J - 2t^(W -t> ) -
> 1 - t/(4r) - t- 2 h "L(3+r)t^r 2(r-t) 1.
-1 . -1 -1
But we also have ii(l-tb) c ii = ill-tbil < (t-1)
Hence
(t-l)~X> 1 - t/ (43?) - t2/Ur2)
- 2 (3+r)t3r"2(r-t)~1 (l < t < r) (2)
IT
This inequality is not satisfied for t = 3 ana r _> 12,
We must therefore have r < 12.
First consider the case v(a) = v(a^) = 0. Assume
that a ^ 0. By replacing a by a/ ai,, we may assume
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that i aii = 1. But r = 12 satisfies (l), and this
contradicts (2). Hence a = 0, and the theorem holds
in this case.
p
Now assume that v(a) and v(a ) are not both zero,
and that a ;; = 1. Then r = min( (4.v(a)J~\ ( 2v(a2)2) "L)
satisfies (l), is therefore less than 12. Hence
2
max(4.8v(a), 2zj.v(a )2) > 1. Now remove the assumption
that u a it = 1, and apply this to a/uaU. This gives
max(48v(a)/;.au, 24v(a2)"27nan) > 1, or
P -i-




We now stuuy bounded linear operators on a
complex space which have real numerical range. Such
operators are saiu to be Hermitian. In the case of a
complex Hilbert space, a bounded operator is Hermitian
in the above sense if and only if it is self-adjoint.
Hermitian operators have many of the properties of
self-adjoint operators.
Similarly, an element of a complex normed algebra
is said to be Kermitian if it has real numerical range.
Vidav \_2&^ considered "self-adjoint" elements of a
complex algebra, which were defined as elements a A
such that /{1-4-ita 11 = 1 -1- o(t) (t 1 R,t ~0).
Lumer '.17. showed that these are precisely the
elements with real numerical range, or Hermitian
elements.
Throughout this chapter, X wil3_ always denote a
complex normed linear space, and T will denote a
bounded linear operator on X.
DEEIhlTIOh 4-1. 1 is said to be Hermitian if
V(T] C. H.
The following theorem gives alternative
definitions of a Hermitian operator.
THEOREM 4.2. The following are equivalent
(i) T is Kermitian
42.
(ii) ji exp (ixT) 1- = 1 (x t R)
(iii) ii I + iaT i> =1 + o(ei) (at R,a —/ 0)
Proof. We have
sup > Im z : z £ V(T) \ = sup ; Re z : z t V(-iT) ( -
lim I! I - iaT ii - 1 . Similarly, sup \ -Im z:z V(T)?=
a-;0+ a
lim I + iaT - 1 . Clearly, T is Hermitian if and
a-0+ a
only if lim i* I + iaT U - 1 = 0, and this is
a-o a
equivalent to (' I + iaT H = 1 + o(a) as a -> 0
and a e R.
For the third part, we have
sup \ ( Im z i : z a V(T)j = sup \ j Re z! : z £ V(iT)f=
sup log exp( laT)
a&R ta.
From this it is clear that T is Hermitian if and only
if H exp(iaT)!; £ 1 (a f R). Since 1 = U I ;: =
|i exp( iaT) exp(-iaT) i' £ r exp( iaT) I1 /■' exp(-iaT)H, it
follows that Uexp(iaT)ii i_ 1 (a £ R) is equivalent to
11 exp( iaT) =1 (a 0. R) .
The following basic facts about Hermitian
operators were proved by Vidav.
THEOREM 4.3. Suppose that T and U are Hermitian
operators on a normed space X. Then
(i) aT is Hermitian (a ' R).
(ii) T + U is Hermitian.
(iii) i(TU - UT) is Hermitian.
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( iv) ji exp(iaT)V-- MV.. for any operator V on X
(a e R).
( v) sp( T) C, R.
For a Kermitian operator T on a complex Hilbert
space H, we have, for x H, (T x,x) - (Tx, Tx), and so
2 2 ■!
I! Txi; < [! x "IT x:>. In the case of a Hermitian
operator on a normed space X, since V(T) R, 0 is
not an interior point of V(T). Hence, by theorem 2.5,
2 2
we have, for x e X, -i Txb C o;xii T x• . Bonsall
has shown how the constant 8 may be improved in this
inequality. The proof is given in Bonsall and
Duncan ' 8 j.
THEORELi 4.4. Suppose that T is a Hermitian operator
on a normed space X. Then
2 ?
I< Tx|l " <_ 4!)xii j| T x II (x -e. X) .
An operator T is said to be dissipative if
Re z < 0 for z €. V(Tj. Bohnenblust and Karlin \ 4 i
made a conjecture which is equivalent to: a
dissipative operator T with sp(T) = {0^ must be
the zero operator. Lumer and Phillips ^19J
provided a counterexample to this. They prove,
however, that the conjecture is true under the
additional assumption that T satisfies a non-trivial
polynomial equation. We now prove a result which may
be regarded as an extension of their result: given that
T is aissipative, sp(T) is contained in the imaginary
axis, and T satisfies a non-trivial polynomial
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equation, then V(T) is contained in the imaginary
axis. The theorem is stated in a slightly different
form.
THEOREM 4.5. Let X be a Banach space, and T h B(XJ.
Suppose that Im z > 0 (z £ V(T)), and that p(T) =0
for some non-zero complex polynomial p, which has all
its zeros real. Then T is Hermitian.
Proof. The eigenvalues of T are real, and so lie on
the boundary of V(T). By theorem 2.5, they have
ascent one, and we may assume that p has simple zeros.
( \ 1cSuppose that p(z) = a +...+ a-^z , with unequal roots
Zp,...,z-£. Operators P-j_, . .., P^ may be found so that
Tr = z-j_rPj_ +...+ z^P^ for r = 0,1,...,k-1. Then the
recurrence relation for the powers of T shows that
Tn -
• • + zxn?ic for n = X,k+1, ... also.
Hence, exp(zT) = explz^zjF-^ +...+ exp( zi5:z)P^. (z e G).
Suppose that 0 c t < 1 and £ > 0. Let
Wp = exp(iZp) (p = l,..,,,k). Consider the sequence
(Wp11, . . . , w^Hj : n = 1,2,... . By the compactness
of D , where D - < z : 1 z I = 1, there exist
positive integers m,n with m-n = q > 0 such that






that ii e itT - ei(q 6 (jiP^i +...+ l'Pkii) = fe K.
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Now sup log i1eia11: - sup Re V(iT) = 0. Hence
a. 0 a
iaT■ ■ — it T
!S e
_ 1 for a 0. Therefore lie ~ U 4 1 + K,
— i t fl1
since q-t > 0. Since - is arbitrary, j; e 1.
Hence sup Re V(-iT) = lim t"'1 log '' e £ o.
t+0+
Together with sup Re V(iT) = 0, this implies that
V(T) C R, or T is Hermitian.
The next result is due to Vidav, and is known as
Vidav's lemma. In the proof given below, the
Phragmen-Lindelof theorem which Vidav used is
established in an elementary way. This simplification
is due to Lumer and Bonsall.
THEOREM 4-6. Given that T is Hermitian, we have
v(T) - p (T).
r ~
Proof. Let a = sup \z:z b sp(T) * . The function
t Tf(t) = log . e b is continuous ana subadaitive for
t > 0. Therefore inf t ''"log,. e^i> = lim t Hog e^1"'1
t > 0 t— -c
= lim log(Hen^i.: ) = log( uKe1)) = a. This implies
n-> cc
that U e^i ea° (t > 0) . Let t > 0. For z b G
with Re z
_ 0, aefine f(z) = qZk ^ ** and
g(z) = f(zj/(l+b z). Then f(z) = jj ex(l l~cl~ e -> 0
as x where x = Re z. Hence there exists M
such that ii f(z);i < M for Re z / 0,
We have i! g(z).; _ 1 for Re z > 0 and izi = R,
where R > (M+l)/c . Also, ;!g(z)j: < vf{ z) = 1
for Re z = 0. The maximum modulus theorem now shows
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that || g(x)|i £_ 1 for x > 0, or !; A-a- c-) ,. <
1 + 6 x for x ' 0. Letting t - 0, we aeduce
{jex(T-a)!;' / or ilexT; <_ exa (x > q) . Together
with the opposite inequality proved above, this gives
|i ex^li = exa (x > 0). Finally
; \ ( "*1 xT
sup ■; Re z : z ^ V(T) { = sup x log lie i = a
x>0
= sup [Re z : z t sp(T) .
The same argument applied to -T will show that
inf - Re z : z J V(T)S = inf : Re z : z < sp(T)''.
Therefore, v(T) = p(T)
For a Hermitian operator T, we have !'■ Ti' i e r. (T),
since p(T) = v(Tj. Using entire function theory,
A.M. Sinclair [ 24] has recently established the result
that i; T + zlb = p(T + zl) for T Hermitian and
z £ C. We shall require the following lemma, proved
by Lumer and Phillips : 19 .
lemma 4.7. Let a be a complex Banach algebra, and
let a u a, with p(a) < r. Then there exists a
constant m such that
.'I ezaii < Mer 12 : (zf C).
Proof. Choose t such that p(a) < t <r. There
exists an integer N such that U anl'^^n t for
n > N. Hence
N
I) eza it <_ r 1 z 1 n i; a n/nJ + et 2 < er z '
n=l
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for I z sufficiently large. Therefore, there exists
a constant M > 0 such that !i ezai' 4 Mer Zt (z G G).
The conclusion of lemma 7 implies that the entire
function eza is of exponential type at most c(a).
We are now ready to prove Sinclair's result.
THEOREM 4.b. Let A be a complex Banach algebra with
identity of norm one. Let h £ H be Hermitian. Then
(i h + z il = t: (h + z) (z e C).
Proof. Firstly, if z = x + iy, with x and y real,
then h + z = (h+x) + iy and h+x is Hermitian.
Hence it is sufficient to prove the result for z
purely imaginary.
Let f be a bounded linear functional on A of
norm one. Then f(exp(zih)) is an entire function of
exponential type at most p(h) (by lemma 7) whose
modulus is bounded by one for all real z. We now
require a generalisation of a theorem of S. Bernstein \_3 >
If F(z) is an entire function of exponential type t
whose modulus is bounded by 1 for all real z, then
\ F 1 ( z) - cF( z) 1 £ (t2 + c2)^" (t,c i R).
Apply this with F(z) = f(exp(zih)) and z -- 0.
Therefore
i f (h) + icf (1) i <_ i p (h) + ic 1 .
Since sp(h) c R, p (h + ic) = . p (h) + ic j (c £ R).
Hence, since J' h + ic n= sup ^ f (h + ic) i : f c; A1 f =1 f,
il h + ic li = p(h+ic).
We shall show from the next theorem that the norm
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of a Hermitian operator Is equal to its spectral radius.
The proof requires the following application of the
Phragmen-Lindeiof principle, which is due to F. Carlson
(Titchmarsh [26 ] theorem 5-8.1).
LEMMA 4.9. If f(z) is regular and of the form
0(e^'z"') where k < rv for Re z > 0, and f(z) =0
for z = 0, 1, 2,... , then f(z) =0 for Re z = 0.
THEOREM 4-10. Let A be a complex Banach algebra with
identity of norm one. Let H be the set of Hermitian
elements of A . Then, for h € H with p (h) < n/2,
we have
h = 4 ( sin(h) - sin(j>h)/32 + sin(5h)/5<~ - ... )
rr
= TT *"/12 - cos(2h) + cos(4h)/2^ - cos(6h)/32 + ...
Proof. For h P H, define f(h) 4 A by
f(h) = 4 ( sin(h) - sin(3h)/32 + sin(5h)/52 - ...)
ft
= 2 (... + e~^lh/3 - e~ih + eih - e^ih/32 + ...)
i >•
c-o




We have i_ 1 a ) = TT/2 = M (say), so that the
n=-
series is absolutely convergent, and f(h) is well
defined. In forming powers of f(h), we may therefore
multiply term by term, ana rearrange the product terms
without altering the sum. Hence
CO
f(h)n = ZT an m emih (n = 1,2,...) (2)
m=- -:o '
49.




' an m 1 - Mn (n = 1,2,...) (3)
m=- oo '
Let z t C. Then sin(zf(h)) =
oO 2°
/ ^i((-iz)n - (iz) n)/n] 2„. an m emih . From (3),
n=l m=- ' *
this double series is absolutely convergent.
Interchanging the order of summation, we have
sin( zf (h)) = 2. ( 2.. -|-i((-iz)n - ( iz) n)anjm/ni) emlh
m=- ov n=l
2 cm(z) eraiJl (h <Y H) (4)
m=- 00
where cm(z) is a constant depending only on z and m.
Now consider the function g: R R defined by
g(t) = t ( -rr/2 < t 1 n/2)
git) = rr - t (n/2 < t £ 3 r/2)
g( t + 2 p ) = g( t) ( t C R) .
Since g is continuous and periodic, it equals its
Fourier series wherever the latter is convergent. As
g is an odd function, the cosine terms have zero
coefficients. Now
311/2 , TT/2
(rr-t)sin nt dt = -s cos n'^ sin ns ds
J rr/2 '-n/2
r 3 rr J 2
Hence I g(tj sin nt dt = 0 if n is even, and
J - Tl/2
f TT/Z
-2 1 t sin nt dt if n is odd. Assume now that
J -tt/2
r n/2
n is odd. Then t sin nt at =
- H' / 2
r 2 " n/2 2




Hence g(t) = 4 ( sin(t) - sin(3t)/3 + ... )
TT
Now putting h = tl = t in (l), where t £ R, we see
that f(t) = g(t). Given any odd integer p, it is
easily verified from this that
sin(pf(t)) = sin(pt) (t £ R) (5)
-1 2 rT • +■
Then, from (4), c (p) = (2 r) i sin(pf(t)) e E1 dt
0
( 2TT —rri t
= (2tt) \ sin(pt) e 1 at. Therefore, -c (p) =
j 0 P
c_ (p) = -gi , and c (p) = 0 otherwise. Then, from
x"* IH
(4) again,
sin(pf(hj) = sin(ph) (h 4 H) (6)
Now assume that h 4 H, with 0 (h) < c <; Tr/2. Let 3
he the maximal commutative subset of A containing 1
and h , so that B is a closed commutative subalgebra
of A (Rickart [23] I.0.I4). Let 0 be a non-zero
multiplicative linear functional on B . Then, since
f(h) 4 B , and e2*14 B for z £ 0 , ®(f(h)) =
4. ( sin( 0(h)) - sin(3 (h) )/32 + ... ) = <T(h). Since
FT
spA(f(b)) = spg( f (h)) , we have -: (f(h)) = p(h) < c.
By lemma we can therefore find K > 0 such that
\\ezhi < Kec z and h ezf I'■ < Ke° 1 2 : ( z e. C).
Define a function k: 0 -;A by
k(z) = sin( (2z+l) f (h)) - sin((2z+l)h) (z e G)
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Now {! sin(2z+l)hti < ^ i! a1*1 e2lzil 1' + -j? U e~lh e~2izh"i! £
Ke2c/Z, ( z Qj _ Similarly, U sin( ( 2z+l)f (h))U L.
Ke^°'z1 (z t C). Hence I j k( z) }j <_ 2Ke2c ' z: ( z £ 0) .
Also, k(z) is an entire function, 2c < H' , ana,
from (6) A(z) =0 (z = 0,1.2,... ). Therefore, by
lemma 9> a(z) =0 (z C). Hence sin(zh) =
sin( zf (h)) (z € C). Comparing terms in z in these
entire functions, we must have h - f(h). Hence
h = 4 ( sin(h) - sin(j>h)/32 + ... ) (h t H, (h) < \t' )
i
Now assume that h t. H ancl p (h) = . Let
0 < r < 1. Then rh f H, p (rh) < -g-rr , and we have
\
rh = 4 ( sin(rh) - sin(3rh)/3^ + ... )
-rj
For z <E C, sin(zrh) -> sin( zh) as r -> 1. Using this
and the absolute convergence of the series for rh , we
have, on letting r 1 ,
h = ^ ( sin(h) - sin(3h)/32 + ... )
IT
CO
From (2), we have h2 = f(h)2 = ^ a2 m ®mi*1 •
— '
coefficients &2,ni may calculated from
/ 2 !T
2tt a2 m = I f(t)2 e~mit dt .'
-• 0
When this is done, we have
h2 = tt2/12 - cos(2h) + cos(4h)/22 - ... ( P (h) - -y TT)
We now use this theorem to prove part of Sinclair's result.
COROLLARY 4.11. Let A be a complex Banach algebra with
identity of norm one. Let h A be Hermitian.
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Then \!hli = 0 (h).
V
Proof. Let r > 0 be such that p(rh) <- -k IT. Then,
since rh is Hermitlan, theorem 10 shows that
rh = /£ ( sin(rh) - sin(3rh)/32 + ... )
r ■
Since II sin(th)ll <_ 1 for t £ R, we have
!jrh/K 4. (1 + 1/32 + 1/32 + ... ) = il"r.
t*t
In the case r. (h) = 0, r > 0 is arbitrary, ana so
h = 0. If £>(h) > 0, taking r = jrTT/ p(h) gives
\
\ihji. _< p(h). Since always Uh||> p(h) , the result
is proved.
With A as in theorem 10, and h H with c(h) = 1,
we have by theorem 10,
h = -4irr-2 ( ...+ e-^V32 - e ^ + e^ - e-^/32 + ... )
where k = -g-in h. This is an expression of h as a
convex sum of elements of the form eir^ with r e R.
It is natural to ask whether this can be done for
h + z, where p(h+z) = 1. We now describe a situation
in which this is possible.
Let t R. Then, since p(h) = 1 and sp(h) C R,
we have p(cos t + i sin t.h) = 1. Let B be the
maximal commutative subset of A containing 1 and h,
so that B is a closed subalgebra. Suppose that B is
semi—simple. Let f be a non-zero multiplicative
linear functional on B. Then, since -1 £_ f(h) 1 ,
we have for 0 < t < n , using Fourier series theory as
in the proof of theorem 10,
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f(e ith( cos t + i sin t.h)) = ^ ( oos t -( lsin t.f(h))
r/\: Q
(~l)n sin t nlT1 f(h)
) (n T + t)',2 6
9? (-1) sin2t
= f( 1 P enl " h )
_ c0 (n n + t)
Since this is true for any element of the carrier space
of B, we have
,., (-1)nsln2t .
e 1 (cos t + i sin t.h) = / e111 t_rh } or
- >•_-> (nn + t)2
^9- (~l)n sin2t .
cos t + i sin t.h = "\ p elnn t tjih
— ( n vr + t)
— oG
This is an expression for cos t + i sin t.h as a convex
sum of elements eir^ with r R, as is seen by putting
h = 1.
Suppose that X is a finite dimensional complex
normed space, and that T is a Kermitlan operator on X.
The eigenvalues of T, being on the boundary of V(T),
must have ascent one, by theorem 2.5. Hence, relative
to a suitable basis, T may be expressed as a real
diagonal matrix. A consequence of this is that the
algebra generated by I ana T is semi-simple. Hence,
in this case, assuming O(T) =1 and t € R, we can
express cos t + i sin t.T as a convex sum of operators
eirI1, with r ^ R.
We now give another consequence of theorem 10.
54.
THEOREM 4.12. Let A be a complex Banach algebra with
identity of norm one. Then, for h c~ A and h
Hermitian,
)i h2 - t = p (h2 - t) (0 i t < (h2)/3)
Proof. Assume first that <0 (h) = •g-rT . Then by
theorem 10,
h2 = rr 2/l2 - cos(2h) + cos(4h)/22 - ... (l)
Suppose that 0 < t ^ 77 2/l2 - ,o(h^)/5 . Then
from (l)
l!h2 - tvK -n2/l2 - t + t-f2/6 = r-j-2/4 - t
iSince p (h) = ■§■ tr, either -g-rr e; sp(h) or
P P
—g-TT c sp(h). In either case, t r'r ~ t £ sp(h - t).
Hence p (h2 - t) > f- -^2 - t 7>(;h2 - t / j _2> ^(h2 - t).
Therefore |,'h2 - t |i= a (h2 - t). The result for
general h follows by considering -grrh/ p(h).
It is clear that |;h2 + t; = o(h2 + t) for h
\
Hermitian and t >0. An argument similar to that of
theorem 12 will show that /t h^ - thi;= c(h^ - th) for
P P
0 < t < 3(1 - 8/ ti ) p(h) , and other such results.
The next example shows that the equality of
theorem 12 need not hold when t > p(h2)/3 .
EXAMPLE 4.13. Let X be with the norm
C —2 —1p(xp, x2,X3,xZ|_,x^) = sup< I Z X]_ T z X2 + X3 + ZX4
+ z2x^ } : fz; = 1 ' .
Define T c- B(X) by T(xx, x2, X3, xzj.,x^) -
(-2xi,-x2,0,x^,2x^). Let R = T2 - 21. Then T is
Hermitian, and JfRH > p(R).
Proof. For any positive integer n we have
Tn(x1,x2,X3,x4,x5) = ((-2)nx-L, (-l)nx2,0,X4,2nx5) .
Hence for z p C,
ezT(x1,... ,x^) = ( e-2zx1; e""zx2,x-j, ezx4, e2zx^) .
Therefore for a t R,
p(elaT(x1,...,x^)) = p(e~2iax1,...,e2lax^)
= p(x1,...,x^) .
From this, p(eiaJ") =1 (a R) , and so T is
Hernltian. Now let x be the point (1,-i,1,i,l).
Suppose that z = e1^, with t r£ R. Then
z~2 - iz_1 + 1 + iz + z2 - 2cos 2t - 2sin t + 1
- 2(1 - 2sin2t) - 2sin t + 1 = 13/4 - 4(sin t + tf-)2 .
From this, it is easy to see that p(x) = 13/4. W°w
Rx = (2,i,-2,-i,2) , so that
p(Rx) >|2(-i)~2 + iC-iJ-1 + (-2) + (-i)(-i) + 2(-i)21
= 8 . Hence p(R) >32/13 > 2 = p(R) .
If in example 13 T2 were Hermitian, then R
would be Hermitian, and we would have p R I = O (R) by
theorem 8. Hence we have an example of a Hermitian
operator whose square is not Hermitian. In example 14
we give a more straightforward example of this. In lC
Lumer uses the theory of spectral operators on infinite
dimensional spaces to prove the existence of Hermitian
operators whose squares are not Hermitian.
56.
EXAMPLE 4.I4. Let X be CT^ with the norm p(x,y,z) =
sup ( \ w 1x + y + wz1 :j wf = 1 \ . Define T £ B(X) by
p
T(x,y,z) = (-x,0,z). Then T is Hermitian, but T
is not Hermitian.
Proof. For a £ R, p(elai(x,y,z)) = p(e 1 x,y,e z) =
p(x,y,zj, so that p(eiajj = 1. Hence T is Hermitian.
2 is T
Now T ( x, y, z J = (x,0,z) , ancL e" (x,y,zj = (ix,y,iz)
i sT^
where s = -gT* . Therefore p( e (l,i,lj) = p(i,i,i)
X i qrp2
= 3> while p(l,i,l) = 52. Hence pie ) ,> 1, and.
2
T is not Hermitian.
Remark. In this example we also have I+T Hermitian,
while (I+T)n is not Hermitian for n > 1. To see
this, note that = T, and use the binomial theorem.
2
Although T Hermitian does not imply that T is
O
Hermitian, we can show that V(T ) lies to the right
of the imaginary axis.
THEOREM 4.. 15. Suppose that T is Hermitian. Then
Re z > 0 for z £ V( T2) .
Proof. Let x 6 S and f c~ D(x). Then, for t t R,
i|(l + itT)x i _> if ((1 + itT)x) t = 11 + itf (Txj j >1.
Therefore IS(I + itT)xl!> {*»x V) (x .4 X), ana so
11 (I + t2T2)x)| = (I - itT) (I + itT)x ! ■ t'x > * ( x -1 X).
Hence, for t > 0, )«(I -t-tT^J-"*" ij < 1, and
!! exp( -tT'2) jI = !: lim (I + tT2/n)~~n U < 1. Finally,
n-> c.0
by theorem 1.9, sup Re V(-T2) =
57.
sup ' t"1 logf/exp(-tT2) I i : t > 0 v; < 0.
Following Lurner [l8j, an operator T of the form
T - R + iJ, with R and J commuting Hermitian
operators is saia to be normal. The following result
on normal operators was proved by T.W. Palmer [ 21j .
THEORHVi 4.16. For a normal operator T, v(T) - .o(Tj.
This result, together with the fact that |! T + z !; =
D(T + z) for T Hermitian and z £- C, suggests that
the equality |ITU = p('T) might hold for normal T.
Example 17, however, gives a normal operator T with
\! T H = 22p(T).\
EXAMPLE 4.17. Let A be the algebra of elements
q + ru + sv + tuv (q,r,s,t t C) ,
p p
where u = v = 1, ana uv = vu. For a 4 A, define
r n n
p(aj = inf 5 T7 i c^i : T"" c^(cos s^ + isin s^u)(cos t^( k=l k=l
+ isin t^v) = a, g C, s^, tK 6 R, n £ Z f
Then p is an algebra-norm on A, u and v are
Z . .
Hermitian, and p(u+ivj = 2 p(u+iv).
Proof. Suppose a,b £ A. G-iven any < > 0, we can
find a positive integer m, and cp- 4 C, q^., r^. £■' R
(k = l,...,m) such that
m








Similarly, T d^(cos s^ + isin s_i£u)(cos ty + isin t^v) -
n
b , and. X i a^i <. p(b) + €: . Using the fact that
it=l
(cos s + isin s.u;(cos t + isin t.u) = cos(s+tj
+ isin(s-t-tju , ana the similar identity for v , we
have
m n
21 1 o«dfc(co8(q. + s, ) + isin( q, + sw)u).
j=l k=l -J J K
(cos(rj -p t-^j + isin(rj + = a^>
m n
so that p(ab) < T > j c *&. j <' (p( a) + r )(p(b) + ).
J=1 k-1
Since € is arbitrary, p(ab) < p(a)p(b). Also, since
m
a + b - X o ,( cos q. + isin q ,uj ( cos r, + isin r.v) +
j=2. ^ J J J
h. dv(cos s., + isin s,u)(cos t, + isin t, v),
1^. J-*- J£ J£
m n
we have p(a+b) <- X ' 0 X + I- a, j < p(a)+p(b)+2t .
j=l J k=l *
Since £ is arbitrary, p(a+b) £_ p(aj -t- p( b). No?/
suppose that p(a) - 0, where a = q + ru + sv + tuv.
rn
Then, from (ij and (U), q; - / >' c=cos q*cos r»
j=l J J
m
X I c J < f; . Since £ is arbitrary, q - 0.
j=l J
Similarly, r = s = t = 0, so that a = 0. Finally,
v/e show that p( 1) - 1. For 1 = ( cosO + isinO.u).
(cosO + islnO.v), so that p(l) <_ 1. Also, putting
59.
ra_ m_
a = 1 in (1) , L- I c . i 5- > i c ,cos ci.cos r. s = 1,
j=i J ~ j=i 0 J J
so that p(lj > 1.
We have now established that p is an algebra-
norm on A, with p(lj = 1. For t •„ R, it is clear
that ei-tu = cos t + isin t.u = (cos t + isin t.u).
( cosO + i s i nQ, v), so that p( e1^u) k_ 1. Hence u ,
and similarly v , is Hermitian. Also, p(u) -
P ( u) = 1 = p( v).
Suppose that u + iv =
n
V ck(cos sk + isin sku)(cos tfc + isin t^v)
with ck £ 0, sk, tk 6 R (k = l,...,n). Then
n n
5~ CvCos s, sin tv = 1 and > c, sin s. cos tv = -i .
k=l K * K k=l k k k
Define a^ - (l+i)ck (k = l,...,n). Then
n n
'zZ aksin(s^ + tk) = 2 ana aksin(tk - sk) = 2i .
i£—1 1
n n
Hence, 7' i Re ak ' > 57 \ Re aksin(s, + tk) ; >
k=l * ~ k=l " k k -
n n
>_ Re a.sinCs, + t ) = 2. Similarly, 7 Im a-,. > 2.
k=l k k
Therefore
n k n n
2 iok' -X, lak Re ak! + ;Ira ak' -4-k=l k=l k=l
Hence p(u+iv) 5 2. Also, p(u+iv) <_ p(u) + p(vj = 2,
O
so that p( u+iv) = 2. Finally, (u-riv) = 2iuv, and
p 1
(uv) = uv, so that p(u+iv) = 22 . Therefore,
p( u+ivj - 2^ .<j (u+iv) .
So.
J. Duncan has pointed out that, for normal T, we
always have ||Tl!<2p(Tj. For if T - R + iJ , with
R,J commuting Hermitians, then jt T |l h tiRIS + ij JM ^
p(R) + p(J) 2o(T). The best constant M in
JiT|}£_Mp(T) (T normal) is not known, but must lie
between 22 and 2 .
The theory of Hermitian elements of a normed
algebra may be applied to part of a problem considered
in chapter 3- The following result is due to Lumer.
Let A be a real Banach algebra, with iuentity of
norm one. Let a ^ A have v(a) = 0. Let B be the
complexification of A, anu let b be the element of B
corresponding to a 6 A. Then, as in the proof of
theorem 3.12 , sup ^ I Re z | : z $ V(bJ J = v(&) =0 .
Hence v(b)CI iR, so that ib is Hermitian. Also,
Q
sp( b) C iR, anu therefore sp(b ) C R. Therefoi''e
PC 2 ^
v(a ) = sup | \ Re z \ '■ z £ V( b ) \
P
_> sup { i Re z| : z t sp(b )(
= ,Q (b2) = ;o(b)2 = libII2 = U a-1C -
P -1 k
Hence ).' ai! < v(a )2 . The result of Bonsall and
Duncan that v(a) = v(a2) = 0 implies a = 0,
follows immediately from this.
Still assuming v(a) = 0, clearly sp(bn) C R for
any even integer n. Arguing as above, we then have
t* ai|_£. v(an)r , where r = l/n . It is not known
whether an inequality of the form Hail C pv(a) + qv(an)r
with p ana q constants, exists for n an even
integer greater than 2.
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